WHY the World
Needs Fatima NOW
NEWS ALERT * NEWS ALERT * NEWS ALERT * NEWS ALERT

These are the Headlines from leading Newspapers and
Journals around the world. Time is running out.
ONLY by the fullfillment of Our Lady of Fatima’s command for
the Pope and bishops to consecrate RUSSIA to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary will these wars and threats of wars be mitigated.

ALERT: Italy Uncovers Plot to Attack Vatican:
Italian authorities arrested four people suspected of extremism
on Thursday and issued arrest warrants for two more operating in
Syria, according to the Milan prosecutor. Authorities said one of
the suspects is a Moroccan-born national living in Italy who had
received orders from the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) to
conduct an attack in Rome during the Holy Year. The man, who
authorities named as Abdrrahim Outahrrick, is reported to have
received a WhatsApp message from ISIS-held territory that read:
“Dear brother Abderrahim, I send you... the bomb poem... listen
to the sheik and strike.”

ALERT: China Successfully Test Launches New
DF-41 ICBM into the South China Sea:
China’s recent test launch of its newest nuclear capable InterContinental Ballistic Missile, the DF-41, seems to have been
intended to send multiple messages to Washington, whose Defense
Secretary Ashton Carter, only days prior to the launch, had visited
the disputed waters where the missile splashed down. Clearly,
writes Brian Kalman, China is ready and willing to fight the U.S.,
whether in the South China Sea or on American soil.
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ALERT: War in the Arctic: The First Russian Line
of Defense Is Ready:
Russia’s new Arctic military base, Alexandra Land Inspectorate,
which will house a permanent aviation squadron, is nearing
completion, representing yet another step toward the multilateral
militarization of this desolate and forbidding – but resource rich
– region of the world. Russia is thus well prepared to fight for its
claims in the territorial disputes between Norway, Russia, and the
U.S. over this “land” of ice.

ALERT: Japan Dispatches Record Number of Jets
as E. China Sea Tensions Flare:
With increasingly aggressive rhetoric and posturing, China and
Japan are pursuing their conflicting claims over an island group
in the South China Sea. Recent legislation authorizing Japan to
engage in armed conflicts abroad (forbidden to them since the
conclusion of the Second World War) has further set the stage for
an eruption of hositilities.

ALERT: Germany Will Deploy Troops in Lithuania to
“Contain” Russia:
According to a German media report, the German military
will soon be deployed in Lithuania as part of NATO’s mission
aimed at “containing” possible Russian aggression. Russia’s
Permanent Representative to NATO, Alexander Grushko,
warns, however, that NATO’s misplaced insertion of itself in
Eastern Europe is creating a dangerous situation, imposing a
confrontational scheme which will lead to retaliation from Moscow.

ALERT: World War III Has Begun:
A Third World War is already underway, writes Dr. Paul Craig
Roberts, in the covert economic and propaganda warfare being
waged by Washington against Russia, China, Brazil, and South
Africa. We may soon find ourselves involved in a hot war of open,
armed conflict when those countries realize that going to war is
their only recourse to prevent further destablilization and to defend
their sovereignty.
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